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Abstract :
Mapping habitats of species communities helps to inform on the ecological processes which drive their
distribution. This information is critical to identify suitable areas for spatial management, aimed at
preserving biodiversity, ecosystem functions or essential habitats. While demersal fish have been
extensively studied at the community scale, small pelagic fish have mainly been characterised at the
population scale. This paper presents a community-based approach on the biodiversity of small pelagic
fish, with the aim to: (i) define small pelagic fish communities, (ii) characterise their spatial and
interannual dynamics, and (iii) assess their habitats. We present a Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA)based method that characterises the spatio-temporal variability in a series of multivariate maps. The
main components of variability in these maps are identified to define “characteristic areas” displaying
contrasting conditions in both MFA ordination and geographical spaces. Characteristic habitats of fish
communities were defined by the correlation between the main components of variability from MFAs
applied to maps containing fish information on one hand, and on hydrographic variables on the other
hand. The analysis of the long term PELGAS survey series of fish biomass and hydrological indices
maps resulted in the characterisation of mesoscale latitudinal gradients and coarse to mesoscale
onshore-offshore gradients in both fish and hydrology datasets. A community with anchovy (E.
encrasicolus) and chub mackerel (S. colias) as indicator species was consistently distributed in
southeast Biscay. This area was associated with higher bottom temperatures, which likely affected the
fish community through physiological processes. A second community with small clupeiforms as
indicator species was found in coastal spawning habitats. These habitats were typically characterised
by low salinity, a probable proxy for high productivity and good feeding grounds for those species.
Mapping the habitats of small pelagic fish communities may inform marine spatial management, aimed
at preserving biodiversity, ecosystem structure and function. In addition, it may help in achieving
maximum sustainable yields of these commercially important species, and contribute to achieving and
maintaining good environmental status of shelf seas ecosystems.
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Highlights
► A spatio-temporal approach of the diversity of small pelagic fish in their environment is proposed. ►
Latitudinal and coastal-offshore spatial gradients identified in pelagic fish and hydrology. ► Anchovychub mackerel community consistently found in warmer southern spring habitat in Biscay. ► Small
clupeiforms community found in coastal spring spawning habitats with low salinity in Biscay.
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and chub mackerel (S. colias) as indicator species was consistently distributed in southeast Biscay. This area
was associated with higher bottom temperatures, which likely affected the fish community through
physiological processes. A second community with small clupeiforms as indicator species was found in coastal
spawning habitats. These habitats were typically characterised by low salinity, a probable proxy for high
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productivity and good feeding grounds for those species. Mapping the habitats of small pelagic fish
communities may inform marine spatial management, aimed at preserving biodiversity, ecosystem structure
and function. In addition, it may help in achieving maximum sustainable yields of these commercially
important species, and contribute to achieving and maintaining good environmental status of shelf seas
ecosystems.
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2. Introduction
Spatial heterogeneity and patterns arise from the interplay of processes occurring at multiple scales and are
functional properties of ecosystems (Legendre, 1993; Levin, 2000). At the single species level, variability in
spatial distribution results from variability in biotic and abiotic environmental conditions, and internal
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population behaviour (Petitgas et al., 2014). At the ecosystem level, biodiversity originates from the
exploitation of heterogeneity in the environment, and through the evolutionary displacement of the way species
utilize the environment (Levin, 2000).
Habitat can be defined as the environmental conditions that are favourable to an organism (e.g. for its presence,
growth, Petitgas et al., 2014). In order to better understand the ecological processes driving the distribution of
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organisms, habitat maps have been extensively produced by modelling the spatial distribution of organisms as
a function of environmental conditions using statistical regression techniques (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000;
Le Pape et al., 2014). These habitat suitability maps of individual species have been used to identify and select
suitable areas in marine spatial planning initiatives, such as Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) (Le Pape et al.,
2014).
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However, the same area often contains multiple species and their different life stages. Few studies have
explicitly investigated this biotic control on individual species distribution stemming from the interactions of
multiple co-occurent species (Georgescu et al., 2009). Moreover, with the advent of more holistic natural

resources management approaches (e.g. Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries, Garcia et al., 2003; Ecosystem
Integrated Assessment, Levin et al., 2009), the preservation of biodiversity, or of ecosystem processes such as
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productivity, as well as habitats used by multiple rare or economically important species, are now included in
marine management objectives (Whaley et al., 2007). Community-based modelling approaches (reviewed in
Legendre and Legendre, 2012) may in this case be preferred to modelling of many species separately (Whaley
et al., 2007).
For decades, ecologists have used multivariate methods (Legendre & Legendre, 2012) to model the species
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abundances recorded at sampling sites as a function of environment parameters, and to get insights on eventual
interactions between species consistently found at the same location (competition, predation etc...) (Borcard et
al., 1992; Legendre et al., 1997; Mueter and Norcross, 1999; Whaley et al., 2007; Georgescu et al., 2009). In
marine ecology, long-term studies (>10 y) have shown that demersal or benthic fish assemblages with
consistent composition can be persistently observed in the same place over significant time periods (e.g.
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Gomes, 2001; Vaz et al., 2007). The analysis of the spatial and temporal dynamics of such demersal fish
communities (sensu Fauth et al., 1996) has led to the definition of specific habitats, and provided important
inputs for marine resource and human use spatial planning (Vaz et al., 2007).
Conversely, small pelagic fish spatial distributions have mainly been studied at the individual species level
(e.g. Petitgas et al., 2014; Bertrand et al., 2016; Gastauer et al., 2016), or by comparing few dominant species,
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generally anchovy and sardine (e.g. Bertrand et al., 2004; Bonanno et al., 2014; Saraux et al., 2014). This is
certainly due to the relatively lower number of small pelagic species in "wasp-waist" ecosystems (Cury et al.,
2000), and to the classical dominance of a single species in upwelling areas (Fréon et al., 2005). Small pelagic
fish are moreover more mobile and complete more frequent and larger migrations than demersal and benthic
species, to cope with larger fluctuations of pelagic ecosystem hydrobiological conditions. The higher mobility
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rate of pelagic fish reduces the odds of observing several species in the same habitats for long periods of time.
However, persistent small pelagic fish communities have been identified in subtropical (Bonanno et al., 2015)
or transition between subtropical and boreal (Certain et al., 2011) regions. The spatial distributions of small
pelagic fish communities have been related to: i) concurrent environmental conditions, hence allowing to
identify potential hydrobiological forcing conditions and habitats (Bonanno et al., 2015), and ii) top predators
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distribution, to investigate predator-prey relationships (Certain et al., 2011).
In this paper, we propose a new community-based modelling approach to assess the multiscale spatial and

temporal dynamics of the distributions of multiple species, eventually described by several biological traits.
The methodology was applied to model the spatial and temporal distributions of small pelagic fish consistently
observed in spring in the Bay of Biscay, over a long time series (15 years PELGAS survey series, see Doray
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et al. this volume). In addition to species, other biological traits related to fish size and vertical depth
distribution were included in the analysis, in an attempt to get more insights on the ecological functions of the
identified small pelagic fish communities.
The objectives of the study were to: i) identify and assess the typical species/size composition and spatial
distribution of spring small pelagic fish communities in Biscay; ii) characterise the fish communities’ spatial
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and temporal variation over the series and their characteristic scales, iii) relate the fish communities to
concurrent hydrological conditions to define habitats, and discuss their ecological function. Small pelagic fish
were classified according to the combination of the large (species) and small scale (size, depth distribution)
functional traits provided by the acoustic-trawl biomass estimation procedure.
We applied a multivariate, multi-table method, the Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA, Escofier and Pagès, 1994),
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to ordinate in a unique compromise space standard raster maps cells, grouped by years. Map cells were
described by the biological traits of the fish in a first MFA, and, in a second analysis, by hydrological indices
describing the fish abiotic environment. Multiscale gradients identified in the fish- and hydrological MFAs
derived spaces were related to identify the potential hydrological factors shaping the spring habitats of Biscay
small pelagic fish communities. The within-community interactions between small pelagic fish species are
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discussed, as well as the potential ecological function of the habitats identified.

3. Material and methods
3.1. Small pelagic fish biomass
Data were collected during the yearly spring acoustic survey series PELGAS (Doray et al., this volume), 2000–
2015, undertaken by IFREMER on board RV "Thalassa" over the French shelf of the Bay of Biscay in May.
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The survey design consists of parallel line transects, perpendicular to the isobaths and regularly spaced 12
nautical miles (n.m.) apart, from 43.58N to 48.88N and from the coast (20 m depth) to the 1000 m isobath
(Figure 1). Fish acoustic densities were registered exclusively during daytime while steaming at 10 knots along
the transects, at the 38 kHz frequency, using splitbeam echosounders, calibrated during each survey using a
standard method (Demer et al., 2015). Pelagic trawl hauls were performed adaptively during daytime, to inform
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on the relative species composition and biological parameters (length, weight, age, etc.) of fish echotraces.
Hydrological sampling was conducted at night. Vertical profiles were performed on a regular grid of stations
(Figure 1) using a conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD, SBE 19plus V2 SeaCAT) probe fitted with a
fluorometer and Niskin bottles. At the same stations, WP2 net casts were conducted to collect information on
the hydrobiological environment of fish. See Doray et al. (2014) and Doray et al. (this volume) for details on
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the PELGAS survey protocols.
Due to the mix of pelagic species and variable schooling characteristics of the Bay of Biscay (Massé et al.,
1996), small pelagic fish school echotraces could not be allocated to individual species based on acoustic data
only. Fish acoustic densities were echo-integrated within 1 nautical mile (n.m.) long Elementary Distance
Sampling Units (EDSU) along transects. They were first allocated to coarse taxonomic categories (echotypes)
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which were generally composed of several small pelagic fish species with similar echotraces. Nearest trawl
hauls were then associated to each echotype combination within the EDSU. The combination of the trawl haul
data with the acoustic data allowed to split the acoustic density between species, according to the relative
species composition in the catch, and to convert acoustic backscatter into fish abundance by species and
echotypes, based on fish mean length and the species’ acoustic properties (Simmonds and MacLennan, 2005,
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section 9; Doray et al., 2010). The acoustic biomass procedure provided biomass (in tons), abundance (in
thousands of fish) and mean length (in cm) per species, echotypes and EDSU, along the survey track.
Size plays an important role in marine ecosystems (Shin et al., 2005), as it is correlated with most life history
traits, and acts as a constraint on metabolic rates and energy assimilation (Reiss, 1991). The organisms’
preferred depth layers is also a potentially important biological trait, as vertical gradients tend to be several
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times larger than the horizontal ones (Simard et al., 2003), hence inducing vertical stratification of marine life.
To include all the potential functional traits provided by the biomass assessment procedure, information on
fish size and vertical distribution were included in the set of variables describing the small pelagic fish
assemblages. A specific "surface" echotype comprised of fish detected and fished between the sea surface and
30 m depth, for EDSUs where the bathymetry is deeper than 50 m. Other "deeper" echotypes were composed
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of fish caught closer to the seabed or in "coastal" areas (seabed depth <50m). Fish biomass was summed, and
an average of the mean lengths, weighted by biomass, was computed for all "deeper" echograms, to derive
biomass and mean length estimates per species, EDSUs in the deeper layer. This dataset was concatenated
with the “surface” dataset, to produce a series of biomass and mean length per species, EDSUs, depth layer

and survey. Fish biomass was summed over 5 cm length categories, based on fish mean length estimates, to
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produce the biomass per species, size category, EDSU, depth layer and survey for further analysis.
Following Petitgas et al. (2014), rare occasions of very high fish biomass values per EDSUs and species were
truncated because these may mask the regional patterns of variability. Biomass values per species, EDSU,
depth layer, size category and survey that were above the 98% quantile of the distribution of all the values
observed over the series were truncated to the 98% quantile value.
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In order to focus on the species commonly observed during the PELGAS series, only species appearing in at
least 50% of the 16 surveys considered were retained for further analysis.

3.2. Hydrological conditions
Hydrological conditions were derived from CTD casts (Figure 1). Seven hydrological indices were computed
at each CTD station (Planque et al., 2006; Huret et al., 2013) to assess the hydrological conditions experienced
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by small pelagic fish: surface and bottom temperature, surface salinity, a river plume index, the equivalent
freshwater height, and 3 water column stratification indices: the potential energy deficit, the mixed layer
maximum depth, and the pycnocline depth. Surface parameters were averaged between 2 and 7 m depth.
Bottom values were recorded at 5 m above the seabed. The deficit of potential energy is the energy required
to homogenize the water column. It increases with stratification and was computed from 0 to 100 m depth for
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the profiles where bottom depth exceeded 100 m. The equivalent freshwater height measures the height of
accumulated freshwater considering a reference seawater salinity (35.5 psu: mean bottom salinity). It is less
sensitive to vertical mixing than surface salinity and is thought to better reflect the recent history and local
effect of riverine water discharges in the Bay of Biscay.

3.3. Block averaging
160

To allow for the comparison of fish biomass and hydrological indices at different spatial locations, the spatiotemporal series of (truncated) fish biomass and hydrological indices were spatially smoothed over the same
spatial grid prior to MFA analysis. The grid mesh size selected was 0.25° in latitude and 0.25° in longitude,
with origin x0 at 43°N and 6°W (Figure 1). This grid was chosen as a compromise between the number of fish
and hydrological samples averaged in each block (or cell), and the grid spatial resolution. For each parameter,
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the mean in block (i, j, x0) was the average of the data inside the block, positioned at the block centre. To
decondition the block means from the grid origin, the point origin x0 was randomized in the lowest left corner

block 200 times (Petitgas et al., 2014). The 200 values computed within each block were averaged to provide
the final parameter estimate in the block. This procedure provided a time series of an annual survey, from 2000
– 2015, of raster (or gridded) standard maps of: i) small pelagic fish biomass per species, size category, depth
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layer, and ii) hydrological indices.

3.4. Descriptive maps and statistics
The recurrent spatial patterns of the small pelagic fish biological traits and their variability were first
investigated by producing gridded maps of: i) average and coefficient of variation (CV) of the biomass per
species, ii) fish mean lengths, all species pooled together, weighted by biomass, iii) the mean lengths
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distributions per species, weighted by biomass, and iv) average and CV of all fish biomass in surface vs. deeper
depth layers.

3.5. Multiple Factor Analysis
Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) is a popular method for studying several groups of variables defined on the
same set of individuals (Escofier&Pagès, 1994; Pagès, 2014). MFA has been widely applied (see review in
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Abdi et al., 2013), including in marine science (e.g. Petitgas et al., 2006; Huret et al., 2013).
MFA is a multi-table analysis method used here to characterise consistent pattern across factorial groups of a
correlation structure between variables describing individuals. MFA proceeds as a two-step Principal
Component Analysis (PCA, Hotelling, 1933). First, separate PCAs are applied to matrices Yg, which are
arranged with variables as columns and individuals as rows, and are composed of data belonging to each
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factorial group g. Columns of Yg are then standardised by the first eigenvalue of the PCA on Yg. This step
ensures that the matrices of grouped data have similar weights in the next step. Note that the number of
variables considered in each group can differ between groups. A PCA is then performed on an overall matrix
obtained by appending all the Yg matrices, column by column. The MFA provides a unique framework from
the overall space of all variables, in which all individuals, variables and groups can be represented (Pagès,
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2014). MFA compromise space is defined by MFA orthogonal components, which are linear combinations of
the overall variables in the matrix that maximise the projected inertia of the centers of gravity of the groups in
MFA space (Escofier&Pagès, 1994).
An individual i is represented in the analysis by a cloud of points (“partial individuals”) that correspond to
their occurrence in groups. The mean position of individual i in MFA space is computed as the position of the
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centre of gravity of its partial individuals across groups (Pagès, 2014). Similarly, the mean position of group
g in MFA space is computed as the position of the centre of gravity of the partial individuals within group g.
As in a PCA, the average correlation structure between variables can be represented in the MFA compromise
space. The MFA components are interpreted by studying the correlation between the variables of each group
and the components.
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Specific descriptive statistics, called contributions (Pagès, 2014), can be calculated to evaluate how much an
individual, a variable, or a whole group contributes to the inertia extracted by an MFA component. The
contribution of an individual i to MFA axis s is derived by dividing the across-group inertia of individual i
partial points, by the inertia of all individuals along axis s. This provides the (relative) contribution of
individual i to the total inertia along axis s (see details in Pagès, 2014 and Abdi et al., 2013). Contributions
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take values between 0 (no contribution) and 1 (full contribution), and for a given component, the sum of the
contributions of all individuals is equal to 1 (Abdi et al., 2013).
The quality of representation of a mean point (individual i or variable k) on the MFA factorial space axis of
rank s can be assessed by dividing the projected inertia of i on s by the total inertia of i on all axes. This
indicator (commonly termed 'cos2') can be added over a number of axes, allowing the user to measure the
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representativeness of a point by, e.g., a plane (Pagès, 2014).

3.6. MFA implementation
To assess the spatial and temporal patterns of small pelagic fish communities and their biotope, separate MFAs
were applied to fish biomass, and to hydrological indices.
The gridded maps of fish biomass were grouped into 16 (annual) matrices, with map cell as rows (individuals),
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and species:size category:depth stratum combinations as columns (variables). After removing constant
columns, the 569 variables describing the fish communities were log10(X+1)-transformed and standardised
(centered-scaled), to reduce skewness. The 16 fish matrices were then submitted to MFA, to define
multispecies communities and assess their spatial and temporal patterns.
Similarly, the gridded maps of hydrological indices were grouped into 16 annual matrices, with map cells as
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rows (individuals), and hydrological indices as columns (variables). The 122 variables describing the
hydrological conditions were standardised (centre-scaled by columns) and submitted to MFA.

3.7. MFA interpretation strategy

The percentage of total variance explained by the MFA components was assessed and a subset of components,
representing a substantial amount of the total variance was then selected for further analysis.
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The positions, contributions, and quality of representation of mean individuals (cell maps) in the planes defined
by the selected set of MFA components were then assessed, to identify significant gradients in the MFA
ordination plane. Variables that drove specific MFA components were identified by selecting the variables in
each annual group that: i) contributed above average to each component, and ii) displayed an absolute
correlation coefficient higher or equal to 0.5 with the selected MFA components. In order to assess if the
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gradients in the MFA ordination plane were associated with spatial patterns, the coordinates of the mean
individuals (cells) on each selected MFA axis were represented at their geographical position, to produce maps
of mean individual coordinates on selected MFA axes. Map cells whose contribution was higher or equal to
the median of the contributions to each selected MFA components were selected to define contrasted areas,
corresponding to gradients extrema on the selected MFA axes.
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3.8. Definition of small pelagic fish communities
Small pelagic fish communities were defined by analysing the species composition in the different areas
defined along MFA gradients in the previous step. They were termed "characteristic" fish communities, by
analogy with the "characteristic scales" at which a dominant pattern emerges in hierarchy theory (Allen&Starr,
1982).
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3.9. Spatio-temporal dynamics of fish communities
Mean positions and contributions of fish based MFA groups (years) on the selected MFA planes were analysed
to identify years with atypical spatial distributions of small pelagic communities at the scale of the Bay of
Biscay.
Anomalies of partial individual coordinates (i.e. the cell:year combinations) on each selected MFA axis s were
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plotted at their geographical position. Anomalies on MFA axis s were computed as the difference between the
partial coordinates and their average on axis s. The resulting annual maps of anomalies in the coordinates of
the partial individuals on selected MFA axes were analysed to further investigate the local spatio-temporal
differences in the distribution of small pelagic fish communities over the series.

3.10.
250

Definition of habitats of small pelagic fish communities

To investigate the relationships between the main gradients identified in the MFA ordination spaces for fish

and hydrology, map cells coordinates on selected fish MFA components were projected as supplementary
variables in the hydrology MFA compromise space. The correlations between fish and hydrology selected
MFA components in the hydrology ordination space were analysed to assess which hydrological factors may
influence the spatial distribution of the small pelagic fish communities.
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Distributions of hydrological factors were analysed within areas with characteristic fish communities, to
characterise the envelopes of suitable hydrological conditions that potentially shaped distribution of the fish
community during spring in the Bay of Biscay.
Statistical computations were performed using the R statistical language version 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016),
with the EchoR package for fish biomass computations and block averaging (Doray et al., 2016), FactoMineR
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package (Le et al., 2008) for MFA, and the raster (Hijmans, 2016) and rasterVis (Perpinan Lamigueiro and
Hijmans, 2016) packages for mapping.

4. Results
4.1. Small pelagic fish species distribution
A total of 9 selected species appeared in at least half of the 16 surveys and were considered to contribute to
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the Biscay small pelagic fish communities during spring (Table 1), belonging to 3 orders: i) perciforms:
boarfish (50% occurrence), Mediterranean horse mackerel (82% occurrence), Atlantic chub mackerel (100%
occurrence), Atlantic mackerel (100% occurrence), and horse mackerel (100% occurrence), ii) gadiforms: blue
whiting (94% occurrence), and iii) clupeiforms: European anchovy (100% occurrence), European sardine
(100% occurrence), and sprat (100% occurrence).
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Maps of mean biomass and coefficient of variation (CV) for each of the small pelagic fish species are presented
in Figure 2a and 2b, respectively. Species showed different patterns in distributions and inter-annual
variability. Anchovy was consistently distributed in core areas characterised by high mean biomass (Figure
2a) and low CVs (Figure 2b) south of 47°N, close to the Gironde estuary (45°N). It also occupied secondary
areas in coastal areas north of 47°N, characterised by average to low mean biomass and high CVs, although
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less consistently. Core areas for sardine, with high mean abundance and low CV, included northern waters
(Bretagne coast ~ 47°N) and southern Biscay (Landes coast ~ 44°N). Secondary distribution areas were
observed along the shelf break, north of 46°N. Sprat was typically distributed in coastal areas, north of 45°N.
Other species showed less consistent distribution patterns, with markedly higher CVs. The highest blue whiting

concentrations were observed along the shelf break from south to north, and north of 46°5N and west of 3°W,
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over the shelf. However, high CV values over the whole survey area suggest that the species distribution varied
substantially from year to year. Atlantic mackerel was consistently distributed in a small core area at the north
western end of the Bay of Biscay, north of 47°N and west of 4.5°W. It was found in secondary areas along the
shelf break. High Atlantic mackerel concentrations were also observed all over the shelf, north of 46°N, but
the high CV values in this area indicate that it was not consistently occupied. Atlantic chub mackerel was
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typically observed in the southern part of the Bay, south of 46.5°N, with the exception of the shelf break area,
where its distribution extended to 47°N. Biomass CV values were high at latitudes below 45°N and very high
above this latitude, indicating substantial variations in the species distribution over the series. Like Atlantic
mackerel, horse mackerel core distribution area was restricted to the north western end of the Bay of Biscay,
north of 47°N and west of 5°W. High horse mackerel concentrations were also observed in secondary areas
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along the shelf break between 44.5°N and 46.5N°, and near the coast, north of 46°N. However, the high CV
values in all but the core areas indicate that this species’ distribution varied from year to year. Mediterranean
horse mackerel distribution was highly variable in the Bay of Biscay over the series, impairing the definition
of core distribution areas (Figure 2b). High concentration of this species were observed in secondary areas
located in the North Western parts of the study area, north of 47°N and west of 54W, and off the Landes coast,
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north of 44°N and south of 45.5°N. Boarfish was exclusively observed along the shelf break, north of 45°N,
with a very high year-to year variability.

4.2. Small pelagic fish size distribution
Maps of the combined species’ mean lengths weighted by biomass revealed a clear positive gradient in
onshore-offshore distribution (Figure 3); it was lowest in the Gironde estuary area (45.5°N) and highest along
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the shelf break.
At a species level, the dominant length mode of the mean length distribution, weighted by biomass, was
between 10 to 15 cm (Figure 4) and was represented by clupeiforms (sardine, anchovy, sprat), as well as small
perciforms (horse and chub mackerels and boarfish) and gadiforms (blue whiting). A secondary size mode was
present around 20 cm, made up of large sardine and blue whiting and medium-sized mackerels (S. scombrus,
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S. colias, T. trachurus, T. mediterraneus). A tertiary mode was observed around 37 cm, made of large
mackerels (S. scombrus, S. colias, T. trachurus, T. mediterraneus).

4.3. Small pelagic fish depth distribution
Comparison between the combined small pelagic fish biomass (mean and CV) in surface and deeper depth
layers (Figure 5) revealed the presence of a clear negative onshore-offshore gradient in the biomass for small
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pelagic fish occupying the deeper depths and coastal areas. The core distribution areas for these fish were off
the Landes coast, south of 45°N and in the coastal areas north of the Gironde estuary (~ 46°N) to Belle Ile
(~47°N). Secondary distribution areas included the Gironde estuary (~ 45.5°N) and Bretagne coastal areas (~
47.5°N).
The mean distribution of small pelagic fish occupying surface layers showed less consistent mean distribution
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patterns: markedly higher CVs limited a meaningful definition of the core distribution area. Secondary areas
were located north of 47°N, and near the shelf-break, between 45°N and 46°N.

4.4. Ordination of small pelagic fish MFA
A total of 34% of the fish biomass maps variance was explained by the first 3 MFA components, denoted
MFA1, MFA2 and MFA3. They explained 15.5%, 10.4% and 8.1% of the total variance, respectively (Figure
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6). The projections of mean individuals (cell maps) onto the planes defined by MFA1, MFA2 and MFA3 are
relatively well spread on both planes, indicating that their ordination on the MFA planes was satisfactory
(Figure 6).

4.5. Definition of the first MFA components of the small pelagic fish
The fish biomass variables contributing most to the first 3 components of the fish MFA are presented in Figure
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7.
Biomass of anchovy and chub mackerel in deeper layers were consistently positively correlated with MFA1
over the series. The biomass of the mackerel group in deeper layers was less consistently positively correlated
with MFA1. Anchovy, and to a lesser extent sardine biomass in surface layer were also correlated with MFA1
(Figure 7a).
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In deeper layers, sprat biomass was consistently negatively correlated with MFA2 over the series, except in
2000 and 2012. Anchovy and small sardine biomass were also occasionally negatively correlated with MFA2,
while Atlantic mackerel and blue whiting biomass were positively correlated with MFA2 more episodically.
Fish biomass in surface layer was generally uncorrelated with MFA2 (Figure 7b).
Correlation patterns between fish variables and MFA3 were less clear and less consistent (Figure 7c). In deeper
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layers, horse- and Atlantic mackerel biomass were frequently positively correlated with MFA3. In surface

layers, larger sardine biomass was positively correlated with MFA3.

4.6. Characteristic of small pelagic fish communities
Spatial and temporal patterns in the species distribution as a function of the MFA axes are visualised as maps
of mean individual map cell coordinates and inertia (Figure 8).
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Spatial structure in the pelagic fish community on the MFA first variance component MFA1 showed a negative
mesoscale ( ~ hundreds of km, sensu Haury et al., 1978) gradient from strongly positive values in SouthEastern Biscay corner, to strongly negative values in North-Western Biscay corner (Figure 8). This means that
anchovy and chub mackerel distributions in deeper layers were on average restricted to the south-eastern areas,
with high positive correlation with MFA1. The inter-annual fish biomass inertia on MFA1 was higher south
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of 45°N, in the core area of anchovy and chub mackerel distribution (Figure 8). This indicates that the
proportions of MFA1 characteristic species (anchovy and chub mackerel) were more variable in southern
Biscay than in northern areas.
A positive, coarse to mesoscale (~ tens to hundreds of km), onshore-offshore gradient was observed in the
spatial structure of MFA2, from strongly negative values in the Gironde estuary area to strongly positive values
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along the shelf break (Figure 8). This indicates that sprats and other small clupeiforms were generally observed
in deeper layers in the Gironde area, and near the coast over the series. The inter-annual fish biomass inertia
on MFA2 was higher in the Gironde area, and along the shelf break. This indicates that the relative proportions
of MFA2 characteristic species (small sprat and clupeiforms) were more variable over the series in onshore
and/or offshore areas than in mid-shelf areas.
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Spatial structure in the pelagic fish community on MFA3 showed a negative, coarse scale (~ tens of km)
gradient from strongly positive values in the Fer à Cheval area, to strongly negative values in the Gouf de
Capbreton and North-Western areas (Figure 8). This indicates that horse and Atlantic mackerels in deeper
layers, and large sardine in surface layers, were consistently observed in the Fer à Cheval area along the series.
The inter-annual fish biomass inertia on MFA3 was higher around the Fer à Cheval (~ 45°N) and Gouf de
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Capbreton (~44°N) shelf break areas. This results points out the areas where the relative proportions of MFA3
characteristic species (deep horse and Atlantic mackerels and surface large sardine) were more variable.
Mean coordinates of map cells contributing above average to MFA axes 1 to 3 are presented in Figure 9. Map
cells contributing most to the MFA axes definition form spatially coherent patches located at the extrema of

MFA coordinates gradients: south-east vs. north-west areas for MFA1, Gironde vs. shelf break for MFA2, Fer
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à Cheval vs. south-east vs and north-west areas for MFA3. We used those map cells dipoles to define
"characteristic" areas where typical small pelagic fish communities were consistently observed during the
PELGAS surveys series.
The different groups of small pelagic fish communities (Figure 10) showed that anchovy and chub mackerels
were almost exclusively associated with the south-eastern MFA1 area (SE) in deeper layers. Small clupeiforms
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were dominant in the Gironde estuary, characterised by MFA2 (GIRO) in deeper layers (Figure 10). The Fer
à Cheval MFA3 characteristic area (FERA) presented unique proportions of medium to large horse and
Atlantic mackerels in deeper layers, as well as higher proportions of large sardine in surface layers, compared
to other areas associated with MFA3 (Figure 10). Atlantic mackerel proportions were high in most areas.
Typical species of each characteristic areas mixed along the MFA spatial gradients outside of the characteristic
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areas.

4.7. Spatio-temporal dynamics of fish communities
Mean positions and contributions of fish MFA groups (years) to each of the 3 MFA axes are presented in
Figure 11. Annual maps of partial individuals coordinates anomalies on the first 3 MFA axes in Figure 12.
All years displayed similar positive coordinates on MFA1 (>0.7), with the exception of 2011 (0.32) (Figure
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11). This indicates that anchovy and chub mackerel were widely distributed in the vicinity of the MFA1
positive characteristic area (south-east Biscay) over the series, except in 2011, that was an atypical year in
terms of MFA1 characteristic patterns. Maps of partial individuals (cell maps:years pairs) coordinates
anomalies on MFA1 (Figure 12a) confirm that an inversion of the SE-NW gradient on MFA1 occurred in
2011, with positive anomalies in the NW area, and negative ones in the SE. This indicates that the characteristic
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anchovy-chub mackerel MFA1 community displayed an atypical northerly distribution in 2011.
The cloud of mean annual points is more evenly spread on MFA2 and MFA3 axes, indicating no sign of
atypical years. Most years had relatively similar coordinates, ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 on MFA2. An inversion
of the onshore-offshore MFA2 anomalies gradient could be observed between 2006 and 2011 on one hand,
and 2012 on the other hand. This reveals that: i) small clupeiforms were concentrated around the MFA2
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positive characteristic area (Gironde estuary and coastal areas) in most of years, and particularly in 2006 and
2011, ii) they were more widespread over mid-shelf areas in 2012.

A majority of years displayed positive coordinates ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 on MFA3 in Figure 11. Year 2005
displayed relatively higher coordinate on MFA3 (0.66). Horse and Atlantic mackerel in deeper layers, and
large sardine near the sea surface were hence concentrated in the Fer à Cheval area during most years, and
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particularly in 2005, which is confirmed by the high positive anomalies observed in this area in Figure 12c
(Dim3.2005 panel).

4.8. Hydrology MFA ordination
A total of 64% of the variance in the hydrological indices map was explained by the first 3 MFA components,
denoted MFA1h, MFA2h and MFA3h. MFA1h, MFA2h and MFA3h explained 30.1%, 22.2% and 12.0%,
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respectively (Figure 13). The projections of mean individuals (cell maps) onto the planes defined by MFA1h,
MFA2h and MFA3h are presented in Figure 13. Clouds of points are well spread on both planes, indicating
that their ordination on the MFA planes was satisfactory.

4.9. Definition of hydrology first MFA components
The variables contributing most to the first 3 components of the hydrology MFA are presented in Figure 14.
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Equivalent freshwater height (negatively) and surface salinity (positively) were correlated with MFA1h over
the series. Maximum mixed layer depth displayed a less consistent positive correlation with MFA1h (Figure
14). Therefore the first component of the hydrology MFA was representative of the riverine influence on the
Bay of Biscay spring hydrology, with negative MFA1h values indicating high freshwater inputs in the system.
Bottom temperature was the only variable that was consistently (negatively) correlated with MFA2h over the
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series (Figure 14), and represented a thermal gradient in near seabed waters, with negative values being
observed in warmer areas. Deficit of potential energy was positively correlated with MFA3h in 7 out of 16
survey years (Figure 14). In those occasions, the MFA3h was related to the level of water column stratification.
Positive values were indicative of stronger stratification, although this did not imply higher surface
temperatures. MFA3h was however less consistently correlated with hydrological indices than higher-order
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MFA components.

4.10.

Maps of hydrology MFA coordinates

Spatial and temporal patterns in the hydrological indices distributions as a function of the MFA axes are
visualised as maps of mean individual map cell coordinates and inertia (Figure 15). Spatial structure in the
physical oceanography on MFA1h showed a coarse to mesoscale, positive onshore-offshore gradient: strongly
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negative in the Loire and Gironde estuaries, to strongly positive values along the shelf break (Figure 15a). This

result was in line with the fact that MFA1h represented the effect of freshwater inputs on hydrology, which
are maximum in the main river estuaries, and minimum at the shelf break. Inter-annual hydrological indices
inertia on MFA1h suggested that the riverine influence was more variable in front of the Gironde estuary and
along the Bretagne coast, and more constant near the shelf-break (Figure 15).
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A positive mesoscale gradient from strongly negative values near the Landes coast (44°N) in South-Eastern
Biscay, to strongly positive values in the North-West (47.5°N, Figure 15) was observed in the spatial structure
of MFA2h. MFA2h was negatively correlated with bottom temperature, which indicates that the bottom
temperature consistently decreased from south-east to north-west Biscay. The inter-annual hydrological
indices inertia on MFA2h suggests that bottom temperature was more variable near the extremities of the
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gradient (Landes coast and north-west Biscay, Figure 15).
Spatial structure in the physical oceanography on MFA3h showed a coarse-scale, negative, radial gradient,
from positive values in the centre of the Bay of Biscay, to negative values along the coast, and null values at
the shelf break (Figure 15). MFA3h was positively correlated with the deficit of potential energy, which
indicates that the water column stratification was higher in the centre and mid-shelf area of the Bay of Biscay,
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average at the shelf break, and weaker near the coastal areas of the survey series. MFA3h and stratification
tended to be very variable in a small area in central Biscay and variable near the shelf break and the coast
(Figure 15).

4.11.

The spring habitats of small pelagic fish communities in the Bay of Biscay

MFA of fish biomass and hydrological indices maps allowed for the characterisation of several gradients in
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the factorial space, that corresponded to spatial gradients from coarse to mesoscale in geographical space.
Small pelagic fish biomass and their hydrological spring environment therefore appeared to be both spatially
structured at several scales over the PELGAS series.
To assess the potential overlaps between the multiscale spatial gradients in the distribution of fish communities
and of hydrological conditions, the first 3 components of the fish MFA were projected as supplementary
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variables in the hydrology MFA space (Figure 16).
The first variance component of the fish MFA (MFA1) was negatively correlated with the second variance
component of the hydrology MFA (MFA2h) (correlation coefficient = -0.73). The correlation between fish
MFA1 and hydrology MFA2h in factorial space translated into geographical space, where both gradients

displayed similar south-east / north-west mesoscale orientations. MFA1-associated small pelagic fish
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communities were indeed distributed along a bottom temperature gradient: anchovy and chub mackerel in
deeper layers were consistently found in south-eastern areas where bottom temperatures were higher.
Characteristic habitats of MFA1-associated small pelagic fish communities were defined based on the
distribution of bottom temperature, the characteristic hydrological indicator defining MFA2h, in MFA1
characteristic areas (Table 2). Mean bottom temperature was significantly higher (Student's t-test pvalue <2.2e-
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16) in MFA1 south-east than in MFA1 north-west characteristic areas (Table 2). Bottom temperature minima
were similar in both areas, whereas bottom temperature maximum was 2°C higher in the south-east area (Table
2). MFA1-associated small pelagic fish community characterised by the presence of anchovy and chub
mackerel in deeper layers appeared to cope better with, and/or sought higher mean to maximum temperature
than northern fish assemblages.
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The second variance component of the fish MFA (MFA2) was significantly positively correlated with the first
variance component of the hydrology MFA (MFA1h) (correlation coefficient = 0.82). Map cell coordinates on
MFA2 and MFA1h displayed similar coarse to mesoscale onshore-offshore spatial gradients. MFA2-type
small pelagic fish communities were distributed along a riverine influence gradient, with small clupeiforms in
deeper layers being consistently found in coastal areas, where the riverine freshwater inputs were higher.
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Characteristic habitats of MFA2-associated small pelagic fish communities were defined based on the
distribution in MFA2 characteristic areas of the typical hydrological indicators defining MFA1h (surface
salinity in Table 2). Mean surface salinity was significantly lower in the Gironde than in offshore MFA2
characteristic areas (Table 2). Maximum surface salinity values were similar in both areas, whereas minimum
surface salinity values were 2 PSU lower in the Gironde area (Table 2). MFA2 coastal small pelagic fish
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community appeared to better cope, and/or seek, lower average to minimum surface salinities compared to
offshore fish assemblages.
The third variance component of the fish MFA (MFA3) was not correlated with any of the hydrology MFA
components. This indicates that the spatial distribution of the MFA3 associated community was not likely to
be shaped by the variable hydrological conditions that occurred in the Fer à Cheval area.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Application of MFA to multivariate maps series
The multi-table, MFA-based methodology proposed in this paper allowed for the spatio-temporal analysis of
series of maps describing e.g. species communities and multiple environmental conditions.
Similar to Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis (EOF, Preisendorfer, 1988; Petitgas et al., 2014),
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individuals were represented by map cells. Contrary to EOF however, map cells were not described by
successive measurements of a single variable, but by an unrestricted number of variables (in this study fish
biomass per biological trait, and hydrological indices). A temporal component was introduced in the analysis
by grouping the data according to their sampling time. MFA specific weighting ensured that all groups had the
same weight in the analysis, hence allowing to analyse groups with different number of variables (to account
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for instances where a species was not observed over all the series). The possibility offered by MFA to ordinate
individuals described by an unrestricted number of variables, potentially of different type (numeric or
factorial), makes it a suitable tool to analyse complex spatial ecological datasets collected at fixed locations
over time. MFA is also easy to implement and computationally un-intensive, relatively to the potentially very
large amount of variability in the original dataset.
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In this paper, the amount of variance explained by the first 3 MFA components varied, depending on the total
variability of the dataset and its variance structure. The amount of variance explained by the first 3 MFA
components varied from 34% in the case of large and heterogeneous fish dataset (569 columns), to 64% in the
case of the smaller and more homogeneous hydrology dataset (122 columns). A substantial amount of the
variance in the fish dataset remained unexplained by the higher order MFA analysis components. When dealing
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with complex datasets, consisting of considerable spatial, temporal and biological variability, the analyst
should aim to extract the relevant details at the scales of interest, rather than trying to explain all the smallscale variability, that can be considered as noise at larger scales (Levin, 1992). MFA is well suited to achieve
such multi-scale analysis, as it provides orthogonal hierarchized components of the variability in the original
dataset, which enables the user to characterise spatio-temporal patterns from large scale (higher order MFA
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components) to fine scale (lower order MFA components). In this interannual, coarse to mesoscale study, MFA
proved to be a valuable method to capture the larger scale spatial patterns in the fish and hydrology datasets
that were used to define spring habitats of Biscay small pelagic fish communities.

Spatial autocorrelation between map cells was not explicitly modelled in this paper. Instead, the spatial
structures in the original maps of biological traits within fish (Figures 2, 3 ,5) were combined and summarised
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in higher order MFA components (Figure 8), without imposing contiguity constraints. This offers more
flexibility, and does not require assumptions about the spatial structure of the data, hence allowing handling
of e.g. non stationary distributions (Georgescu et al., 2009).
Contrary to other multitable analysis, such as STATIS (Lavit et al., 1994), a practical advantage of MFA is to
allow for the representation of individuals, variables and groups in a single framework (Pagès, 2014). In this
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paper, the MFA common framework was used to describe the ordination plane of the individuals with reference
to original variables in the fish MFA, and to use this information to interpret the group (years) positions in the
MFA compromise space. Grouping the data by sampling years also allowed to identify atypical years during
which fish communities distributions had departed from the average patterns, at the regional (Figure 11) and
local scales (Figure 12).
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Vaz et al. (2007) have studied the temporal variability in a demersal fish assemblage by applying a PCA on a
16 years series of bottom trawl data and projecting the years as a supplementary variable. This approach would
provide similar results to those obtained with a MFA, if the first eigenvalues of each annual group are similar
(Pagès, 2014). If the groups have very different variance structures (which may happen if they are e.g.
composed of different numbers of variables), MFA is preferred, as its specific weighting ensures that all groups
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will be treated equally in the analysis.
The ordination plane of the fish MFA appeared to be rather insensitive to the survey years included in the
analysis. Applying the same methodology to the 2006-2015 surveys subset instead of 2000-2015 did not
substantially change the variables contributing most to the first 3 fish MFA components nor to the spatial
patterns of fish MFA1 and MFA2. Changes in the spatial patterns of MFA3 occurred however with the 2006-
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2015 dataset. This indicates that the first order variance components of the fish maps (represented by MFA12) might have been similar over the series, whereas shorter time scale variations were reflected in higher order
MFA components (> 3).
Data collected during a new survey could be incorporated in two ways in our MFA model, to test for the
ordination robustness: i) as a new group of data in the fish and hydrology MFAs, to test if their inclusion
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modifies the MFA ordination planes, ii) as supplementary variables, to assess the new dataset resemblance

with previous surveys.

5.2. Definition of fish communities
MFA, like other multivariate ordination methods brings out general gradients. Ordination is often used to
supplement clustering methods when the variance structure of the objects under study is not continuous
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(Legendre&Legendre, 2012). Ordination methods are classically combined with clustering procedures to
identify contrasting groups of individuals within ordination gradients (Legendre and Legendre, 2012). For
example, Petitgas et al. (2006) combined MFA and hierarchical ascendant clustering on hydrobiological
stations data to classify locations of sampling stations. As the spatial gradients of map cell coordinates on high
order fish MFA axes were highly continuous in our study (Figure 8a), the definition of an optimal number of
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map cell clusters within the fish MFA gradients could not be objectively justified. Moreover, in MFA, the
projection of an individual (map cell) in the compromised space is the centre of gravity of its (here annual)
partial individuals. It was then essential to assess the contribution of the individual to the MFA axis of interest
(i.e. the dispersion of its partial points), together with its coordinates, to properly interpret its position in the
MFA space (Pagès, 2014). We therefore did not use a clustering method in conjunction with MFA ordination
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to identify areas with homogeneous fish assemblage. Instead, we selected the map cells with the highest
contribution to each higher-order MFA axes. Those map cells contributing above average to the first 3 fish
MFAs components formed spatially coherent characteristic areas located at MFA axes extrema. These were
able to define areas where the small pelagic fish assemblage consistently showed contrasting species
compositions over time.
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Fish species assemblages were defined with reference to the biological traits that were consistently correlated
with the first 3 MFA components. The “species” category was the biological trait that was the most frequently
correlated with the fish MFA first components. “Size” was generally not able to describe MFA components,
probably as species was a good proxy for size in the Biscay small pelagic fish community (Figure 4). Vertical
distribution of fish characterised the MFA3 component within the fish community (surface sardine and deeper
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mackerels). Vertical distribution might provide interesting supplementary information on the function of fish
communities and habitats, as fish living close to the surface and near the sea bed usually experience different
biotic and abiotic conditions.
Previous studies (Vaz et al.,2007) analysed time series of communities of demersal fish using the TWINSPAN
method (Two-Way INdicator SPecies Analysis, Hill, 1979), coupled with PCA and indicator kriging (Isaaks
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and Shrivastava, 1989). The same objectives were achieved in this study using MFA, which is probably more
suitable for more mobile small pelagic fish.

5.3. Spatial smoothing of data on a common grid before MFA
The grid size chosen here (0.25° latitude x 0.25° longitude) was the smallest still able to produce gridded maps
of fish biomass and hydrological indices with enough sample points in each grid cell. It was compatible with
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the known distribution patterns of small pelagic fish (Petitgas, 2003) and hydrological indices (Woillez et al.,
2010) in the area. The common grid resolution resolved coarse to mesoscale spatial patterns in both fish and
hydrology MFA coordinates distribution.

5.4. Habitat definition
Various studies have predicted community distributions of marine organism as a function of environmental
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conditions (e.g. Petitgas et al. ,2006; Certain et al.,2011; Thioulouse et al., 2004; Vaz et al., 2007; Whaley et
al., 2007; Bonnano et al. , 2015). In our case, the dataset describing fish communities was quite complex, as it
included three different biological traits (species, size and depth distribution), was collected over a 15 years
series, and during a season, spring, where environmental conditions, and resulting patterns in fish distributions,
are known to be highly variable (Huret et al., 2013; Huret, this volume). Due to the large amount of variability
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in the fish dataset, the cell-wise statistical modelling of fish community biomass as a function of hydrological
conditions maps by Redundancy Analysis (Wollenberg, 1977) explained less than 3% of the fish dataset
variance. We then focused on the study of correlations between fish and hydrology gradients, rather than on
drawing firm statistical inference between fish and hydrology datasets at the map cell scale. Significant
correlations between distributions gradients of fish and hydrology have been revealed by projecting the map
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cell coordinates on the first 3 fish MFA components in the hydrology MFA plane. Characteristic habitats have
been defined on the basis of the hydrological conditions encountered by small pelagic fish communities
occupying MFA gradients extrema. In contrast to classical statistical regression techniques, the approach
presented here cannot predict fish community habitats, but provides information on the average environmental
conditions encountered by contrasted fish communities over the series.
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5.5. Small pelagic fish spring distribution in Biscay
This study confirmed previous knowledge on the spring distribution of the main small pelagic fish species in
the Bay of Biscay (ICES, 2010; Certain et al., 2011, Petitgas et al. 2014). New insights on the spring
distribution of less abundant and frequent species (S. colias, T. mediterraneus, C. aper, M. poutassou) were

provided for the first time (Figure 2). The existence of an area-wide negative offshore-onshore gradient in size
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in the Biscay small pelagic fish spring community, previously observed (Certain et al., 2011; Petitgas et al.,
2011), was also confirmed (Figure 3). Evidence for spatial trends in the distribution of surface vs. deeper small
pelagic fish schools was provided for the first time in the Bay of Biscay in springtime (Figure 5).

5.6. Spatial patterns of Biscay hydrology in springtime
The presence of a negative bottom temperature gradient from south-east to north-west Biscay in spring
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evidenced by this study contradicts previous modelling results (Planque et al., 2006), which indicated that the
average bottom temperature was higher in spring in northern Biscay over the 1987-2001 period.
Unlike satellite measurements, which displayed a 2-3°C negative latitudinal gradient from south to north
during spring in Biscay, (Huret et al., this volume) in situ surface temperature maps for the same period did
not show clear gradients. Surface temperature was weakly correlated with the first hydrology MFA
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components. The absence of a gradient in surface temperature was likely due to the fact that surface waters
warmed while the ship was moving northwards during the 6 week survey.

5.7. Biscay small pelagic fish community spring habitats
Chub mackerel is recorded in the Bay of Biscay from summer to early winter (Castro Hernández and Santana
Ortega, 2000) and favours temperatures ranging from 10-12°C to 23-27°C (Schaefer, 1986). Adult anchovies
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migrate to south-eastern Biscay in winter to feed in advance of spawning (ICES, 2010, Politikos et al., 2015).
Petitgas et al. (2014) showed that bottom temperature was one of the factors controlling the mesoscale
variability in Biscay anchovy spatial distribution over time. The spatial segregation of anchovy and chub
mackerel in south-eastern Biscay in spring evidenced by this study was likely due to their seasonal migration
patterns, probably related to temperature preferences. Anchovy moreover utilises South-Eastern Biscay areas
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as spawning grounds in springtime (Planque et al., 2007).
The small clupeiforms coastal habitat identified in this study corresponds to recurrent anchovy and sardine
spring spawning sites (Planque at al., 2007). No information on sprat spawning in the Bay of Biscay was
available. The presence of small spawning anchovy and sardine in the low salinity waters was probably related
to the high productivity of these coastal areas that are likely good feeding grounds for clupeiforms.
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S. scombrus, S. pilchardus, T. trachurus and M. poutassou were present in all characteristic communities, but
were not restricted to specific habitats (Figure 10). Those species indeed display a large spatial extension in

north-east Atlantic waters, where adults achieve large scale migrations encompassing various hydrological
conditions (ICES, 2010). They have been found in most areas of the Bay of Biscay over the series (Figure 2b),
with large year to year variations in their distribution (Figure 2c). This result suggests that the distributions of
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those cosmopolitan species might be less influenced by the Bay of Biscay local hydrological conditions, and
more likely shaped by larger scale process, with characteristic scales commensurate to the vast spatial
extension of their populations. Clupeiform species with spatial distributions restricted to the Bay of Biscay and
neighbouring areas (anchovy, sprat, small sardine) conversely appeared to be more influenced by local
hydrological conditions in the Bay.
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Smaller north-east Atlantic sardine (< 18 cm length) are thought to first live within local, coastal populations
and to recruit to mixed, offshore population components after reaching 18 cm length (ICES, 2010). The bigger
sardine (>20 cm) occupying the surface layers of the characteristic offshore habitats identified in this study
could be part of the mixed offshore population component. Our results suggest that the mixed offshore sardine
population component might be distributed closer to the sea surface than local coastal population, at least in
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springtime in the Bay of Biscay.
Fish MFA3 gradient was not correlated with any of the hydrological indices considered here. This may indicate
that the spring distribution of MFA3 characteristic species was shaped by environmental factors that were not
included in the analysis (e.g. planktonic prey abundance, or mesoscale activity), or that the concentration of
fish communities in those characteristic areas was driven by intrinsic population behaviour, such as e.g.
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spawning migration. S. scombrus, T. trachurus are in fact known to undergo a spawning migration to northern
areas at the time of the PELGAS surveys, whereas M. poutassou is thought to be migrating back to feeding
areas after spawning (ICES, 2010). The spatial distributions of these migrating species, and potentially of large
S. pilchardus, whose migrations are poorly known, are likely not stationary and may still be in progress during
the survey. The spatial and temporal extent of these migrations is large, relatively to the sampling scales and
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it is therefore not likely that the biomass estimates are adversely affected. It is more likely to introduce extra
variability at small spatial scales.

5.8. Biotic interactions within small pelagic fish communities
Small pelagic adult fish belonging to the characteristic communities described in this paper preyed on similar
phytoplanktonic and mesozooplanktonic organisms (ICES, 2010; Bachiller and Irigoien, 2015), and therefore
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belonged to the same trophic guild (sensu Fauth et al, 1996). Intra-guild competition for food, egg predation

and egg cannibalism are potentially the main biotic interactions that occurred in these fish communities, during
periods when planktonic prey were scarce (Bachiller & Irigoien, 2015). Bachiller et al. (2015) concluded that
egg predation by sardine, sprat and Atlantic and Atlantic Chub mackerel, as well as egg cannibalism, could
have a significant negative effect on anchovy egg mortality in the Bay of Biscay. However, in absence of data
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on planktonic prey availability relatively to small pelagic fish trophic needs, one cannot assess the magnitude
of competition for food and egg predation and cannibalism within Biscay small pelagic fish communities.

6. Conclusions
This study represents the first attempt to analyse the Biscay small pelagic fish at the community scale, map the
spatial and temporal dynamics of the communities, and assess their characteristic habitats. The unique dataset
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collected during the PELGAS survey series, provided a multiscale overview of the horizontal and vertical
distribution of small pelagic fish species and size-classes, as well as hydrological conditions in the Bay of
Biscay in springtime from 2000 to 2015. The distributions of widely spread and highly migratory species (S.
scomber, S. colias, T. trachurus, M. poutassou, S. pilchardus) and of species forming local populations in the
Bay of Biscay (E. encrasicolus, S. sprattus, small S. pilchardus) observed in spring were jointly analysed to
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define characteristic fish communities.
Fish assemblages were most variable along a latitudinal gradient, whereas hydrology variability was highest
along an inshore to offshore gradient. Characteristic fish habitats were identified along those gradients. They
appeared to be directly shaped at mesoscale by hydrological parameters physiologically important for adult
fish (bottom temperature), and indirectly at coarse to mesoscale by hydrological parameters identifying
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favourable areas for feeding or fish eggs and larvae development. Most small pelagic fish communities indeed
utilised the Biscay characteristic habitats identified in this study as spawning grounds in springtime.
The inclusion of other potentially influential environmental proxies, such as small pelagic fish phyto and
mesozooplanktonic prey, and mesocale hydrological activity (eddies, fronts...), in the MFA of environmental
conditions would be a way to further assess the hydrobiological factors combinations that shape the distribution
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of small pelagic fish from coarse to mesoscale. MFA provided a suitable framework to analyse the interactive
combinations of environmental proxies occurring at different scales, as it can accommodate both categorical
(e.g. presence-absence of a smaller scale ocean process, eddy of front) and continuous (e.g. intensity of a larger

scale ocean process, such as upwelling) variables.
Most of the small pelagic species of Biscay spring communities are commercially exploited by fishing (i.e. E.
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encrasicolus, S. pilchardus, S. scombrus, M. poutassou, T. trachurus; ICES, 2010), and are important forage
species for higher trophic levels, especially cetaceans (Lassalle et al., 2011; Spitz et al., 2011). Maps of
characteristic small pelagic fish habitats in spring identified in this study could contribute to the quantitative
identification of key sites for preserving biodiversity, and/or productive fish stocks. The area off the Gironde
estuary in spring has e.g. been identified as an essential habitat for anchovy (Vaz and Petitgas, 2002) that
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should be protected (Villamor et al., 2007). Our study confirmed that this area is a key habitat not only for
anchovy, but for all small clupeiform species. The spatially-explicit results at the community level derived
from this study might hence contribute to inform spatially based ecosystem management policies aiming at
achieving maximum sustainable fishing yields, and/or good ecological status objectives. The definition of
Biscay small pelagic characteristic spring habitats may be updated every year by including new data from the
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PELGAS survey, and their temporal variations assessed, to provide scientific support for evaluating and
eventually adjusting spatial management policies.
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9. Figures

Figure 1. PELGAS survey sampling scheme. Solid lines: systematic line transects, red dots: hydrobiology
stations. Light grey grid: block averaging grid. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.
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Figure 2a. Average maps of small pelagic fish biomass (in tons): a) Sardina pilchardus, b) Capros aper, c)
Micromesistius poutassou, d) Scomber scombrus, e) Engraulis encrasicolus, f) Scomber colias, g) Sprattus
sprattus, h) Trachurus trachurus, i) Trachurus mediterraneus. Species common names and abbreviations can
be found in Table 1. PELGAS survey data, 2000-2015. Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. A white cell indicates zero
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occurrence over the series. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.

Figure 2b. Maps of small pelagic fish biomass coefficient of variation: a) Sardina pilchardus, b) Capros aper,
c) Micromesistius poutassou, d) Scomber scombrus, e) Engraulis encrasicolus, f) Scomber colias, g) Sprattus
sprattus, h) Trachurus trachurus, i) Trachurus mediterraneus. Species common names and abbreviations can
be found in Table 1. PELGAS survey data, 2000-2015. Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. A white cell indicates zero
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occurrence over the series. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.
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Figure 3. Average map of small pelagic fish mean lengths (cm), weighted by biomass. PELGAS survey data,
2000-2015. Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.
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Figure 4. Mean lengths distributions of small pelagic fish species, weighted by biomass. PELGAS survey data,
2000-2015. Species common names and abbreviations can be found in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Maps of mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of small pelagic fish biomass for all species. Upper
row: maps of average biomass in: a) deeper (>30 m), and b) surface (0-30m) depth layers. Lower row: maps
of biomass CV in: c) deeper (>30 m), and d) surface (0-30m) depth layers. PELGAS survey data, 2000-2015.
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Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.

Figure 6. Projections of map cells (dots) on the factorial planes defined by the first three components of the
Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) performed on small pelagic fish biomass maps collected during the PELGAS
survey between 2000-2015. Left pane: factorial plane defined by MFA components 1 (Dim.1) and 2 (Dim.3).
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Right pane: factorial plane defined by MFA components 2 (Dim.2) and 3 (Dim.3). The percentage of total
variance explained by each MFA component is indicated between brackets. Map cells are labelled with their
cell name, colour scales represent the cell contribution (contrib in %) to the MFA planes. PELGAS survey fish
biomass data, 2000-2015.
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Figure 7. Small pelagic fish biomass variables contributing most to the first 3 components of the Multiple
Factor Analysis (MFA) performed on PELGAS data. Dots: significant correlations (absolute value >=0.5)
between small pelagic fish biomass per species (y-axis), length-class (x-axis), depth layers (rows) and year
(columns) and: a) MFA component 1, b) MFA component 2, and c) MFA component 3. Dot size and colour
is proportional to the correlation value. Upper row: fish observed in the 0-30 m depth layer outside shallow
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(<50m depth) areas (Surface). Lower row: fish observed in below 30 m depth and/or in shallow (<50m depth)
areas (Bottom). Midpoints of 5 cm width size categories are represented on the bottom x-axis. Species common
names and abbreviations can be found in Table 1.

Figure 8. Upper row: maps of mean individuals (map cells) coordinates on the Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA)
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axes 1 to 3 (Dim.1, 2, 3) performed on PELGAS small pelagic fish biomass. Lower row: maps of inter-annual
fish biomass inertia on MFA axes 1 to 3 (Dim.1, 2, 3). PELGAS survey fish biomass data, 2000-2015. Grid
cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.
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Figure 9. Characteristic areas occupied by typical small pelagic fish communities observed in springtime in
the Bay of Biscay. The figure shows maps of mean individuals (map cells) coordinates on the Multiple Factor
Analysis (MFA) axes 1 to 3 (Dim.1, 2, 3), whose contribution to MFA components is higher than the
coordinate median values on the respective axes. NW: north-west, SE: south-east MFA1 characteristic area.
GIRO: Gironde estuary, OFFS: shelf break MFA2 characteristic areas. CSTN: coastal north, CSTS: coastal
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south, FERA: Fer à Cheval MFA3 characteristic areas. PELGAS survey fish biomass data, 2000-2015. Grid
cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.

Figure 10. Relative mean composition (% of biomass, x-axis) by 5cm size class (y-axis) of typical small pelagic
fish communities encountered in the Bay of Biscay characteristic areas. NW: north-west, SE: south-east MFA1
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characteristic area. GIRO: Gironde estuary, OFFS: shelf break MFA2 characteristic areas. CSTN: coastal
north, CSTS: coastal south, FERA: Fer à Cheval MFA3 characteristic areas. Species common names and
abbreviations can be found in Table 1. PELGAS survey data, 2000-2015.

Figure 11. Coordinates and contributions of groups (years) on the first 3 components (Dim.1, 2, 3) of the
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Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) of fish biomass maps. Colour scales represent the cell contribution (contrib
in %) to the MFA planes. PELGAS survey fish biomass data, 2000-2015.

Figure 12. Maps of anomalies of partial individuals (map cells:year pairs) coordinates on: a) Multiple Factor
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Analysis (MFA) axis 1 (Dim.1); b) MFA axis 2 (Dim.2); c) MFA axis 3 (Dim.3). PELGAS survey fish biomass
data, 2000-2015. Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.

Figure 13. Projections of map cells (dots) on the factorial planes defined by the first three components of the
Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) performed on PELGAS hydrological indices maps. Left pane: factorial plane
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defined by MFA components 1 (Dim.1) and 2 (Dim.3). The percentage of total variance explained by each
MFA component is indicated between brackets. Right pane: factorial plane defined by MFA components 2
(Dim.2) and 3 (Dim.3). Map cells are labelled with their cell name, colour scales represent the cell contribution
(contrib in %) to the MFA planes. PELGAS survey hydrology data, 2000-2015.
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Figure 14. Hydrology variables contributing most to the first 3 components of the Multiple Factor Analysis
(MFA) performed on PELGAS data. Dots: significant correlations (absolute value >=0.6) between the
hydrology MFA components 1 (Dim.1), 2 (Dim.2), and 3 (Dim.3) and the hydrological indices (x-axis):
BotTemp: bottom temperature, SurfTemp: surface temperature, Fwh: equivalent freshwater height, mixZ:
mixed layer maximum depth, SurfSal: surface salinity, pycZ: pycnocline depth, Dpe: deficit of potential
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energy. Dot size and colour is proportional to the correlation value. PELGAS survey hydrology data, 20002015.

Figure 15. Upper row: maps of mean individuals (map cells) coordinates on Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA)
axes 1 to 3 (Dim.1 to Dim.3). Lower row: maps of inter-annual inertia on MFA axes 1 to 3. PELGAS hydrology
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data, 2000-2015. Grid cell size: 0.25°x0.25°. Light grey lines: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 m isobaths.

Figure 16. Projection of the first 3 components of the Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA1-3) on fish biomass
maps onto the factorial planes of the MFA on hydrology maps (MFAh) defined by: a) MFAh axes 1 and 2, b)
MFAh axes 2 and 3. The percentage of total variance explained by each MFA component is indicated between
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brackets. PELGAS survey data, 2000-2015.

10.Tables
Table 1. Small pelagic fish names and abbreviations.
Code
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830

Scientific name

English name

Author

PIL

Sardina pilchardus

European sardine

Walbaum, 1792

SPR

Sprattus sprattus

European sprat

Linnaeus, 1758

ANE

Engraulis encrasicolus

European anchovy

Linnaeus, 1758

WHB

Micromesistius poutassou

Blue whiting

Risso, 1827

BOC

Capros aper

Boarfish

Linnaeus, 1758

HOM

Trachurus trachurus

Atlantic horse mackerel

Linnaeus, 1758

HMM

Trachurus mediterraneus

Mediterranean horse mackerel

Steindachner, 1868

MAS

Scomber colias

Atlantic chub mackerel

Gmelin, 1789

MAC

Scomber scombrus

Atlantic mackerel

Linnaeus 1758

Table 2. Summary statistics of variables (first row) defining the first 2 components of the hydrology Multiple
Factor Analysis (MFA), in the characteristic areas (second row) of small pelagic fish communities derived
from the MFA of fish biomass maps. Student's t statistic and p-value refer to the test for significant differences
in variables means between areas.
Variable

Bottom temperature (°C) Surface salinity (PSU)

Area

North-West South-East Gironde

Minimum

10.13

10.36

30.23

32.48

25% quantile

11.15

11.91

33.71

35.13

Median

11.5

12.17

34.15

35.45

Mean

11.44

12.18

34.1

35.29

75% quantile

11.79

12.34

34.62

35.6

Maximum

12.57

14.53

35.61

35.77

Standard deviation

0.47

0.44

0.76

0.44

Student’s t
Student’s t test p-value

835

Offshore

-653.76

-783.19

< 2.2e-16

< 2.2e-16

